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Abstract— In this digital and automotive day and age, 

robotics, and IoT produce an impact on human life. One can't 

just rely on the traditional mode of work in this era. One has 

to adapt the robotics and keep digging in it, as it's the near 

future for humans. So to do this there are many aspects to 

implement automotive in day-to-day life. One such event is to 

study a robot that follows humans that means which can 

detect human movement and react as per this movement. The 

study shows that there are many researchers, scientists, 

engineers who have worked and still working to improve this 

human movement detection in robotics. This paper has 

studied some of the previous work and gave a comparative 

analysis of the same. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Robotic technology has increased appreciably in the once 

couple of times. Similar inventions were only a dream for some  

 People a couple of times back. But in this fleetly moving 

world, now there's a need for robots similar as “A Mortal. 

Following Robot” that can interact and co-occur with them. 

The development of robot technology had increased 

significantly due to artificial, medical, and military operations. 

In colorful fields with harsh surroundings similar as  

underground mining, war zones, medical, construction, space 

disquisition ,etc. the work done by one is extremely  dangerous. 

Life of individualities aiding is also put at threat. Tasks 

performed by humans have their own limitations in  numerous 

ways. In order to perceive beyond the mortal limitation in 

vision, speed, thickness, inflexibility, qualitye.tc we  should 

make use of robots. A crucial demand for these robots is the 

capability to descry humans and to interact with the minnon-

technical way. The main ideal of this discussion is to make a 

robot that can help humans with colorful   tasks. In this paper,  

we present a prototype of a mortal ensuing robot that uses 

Arduino Uno and different detectors for detecting and following 

an object.  

 The Robot must follow the following objects the robot must 

be able of directly following a person.   

 It should be able of taking colorful degrees of turns.  

 The robot must be asleep to environmental factors similar as 

noise.   

 The robot must be able to avoid the collision. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Amri, Mohamed-Hedi,et.al (1), have studied" Inner 

Human/Robot Localization"to cover the conditioning of senior 

persons using information coming from different detectors. The 

ADL ( Conditioning of Daily  Living) are used to estimate the 

capability of a person to perform on their enjoy a selection of the 

conditioning which are essential for independent living in 

everyday life.  

 A robust data emulsion system is presented in this work through 

amulti-modal analysis to cover the conditioning of senior people 

(immobility, walking,etc.) in a smart home. The primary 

experimental results used a set of Passive Infrared (PIR) 

detectors, Radio Frequence Identification (RFID) distance 

dimension, and the outgrowth of noise analysis.  

Akabane, Rina & Kato, Yuka (2) studied the difficulty of 

tracking a target person, especially in a crowded terrain, which 

has come a grueling problem. To break this problem, they 

considered prognosticating the unborn line of the target rambler 

using a machine learning algorithm for the shadowing control of 

a mobile robot. The proposed system enables following a target 
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person, indeed if an handicap interrupts the target and the robot. 

Also, the approach can descry and follow the target by  

Prognosticating the unborn position of the target.  

The position of each shadowing target is expressed as a  

 

 

probability distribution, and the state of the shadowing object is 

recursively estimated using a probability viscosity. Function 

from a transition model (the movement of the rambler) 

corresponding to the shadowing target and an observation model 

grounded on the seeing data (the distance measured by the 

LiDAR)  

Tan Lam, Chung, et al (3) has tried to give a result for the Wall- 

following control problem for a mobile robot is to move it along 

a wall at a constant speed and keep a specified distance to the 

wall. His study proposes wall- following regulators grounded on 

the Lyapunov function seeker for a two • wheeled mobile robot 

(MR) to follow an unknown wall.  

For the control system, a Snap- grounded regulator is developed. 

The regulator is composed of two corridor servo regulator and 

main regulator.  

Two types of feedback regulators were proposed full state 

feedback regulator and bystander- grounded feedback regulator. 

For the full state feedback regulator, the crimes of the distance 

and the exposure of the mobile robot to the wall are defined, and 

the control law is uprooted from the stable condition grounded 

on the Lyapunov function seeker. In the case of the bystander- 

grounded regulator, Busawon's bystander is used for the 

exposure estimation to decide the control law. Also, a simple 

way of measuring the crimes using two potentiometers is 

introduced. Also, the simulation and the experimental results are 

given to show the effectiveness of the proposed regulators.  

Dupuis, Jean-François etal. (4) Presents an original frame for 

evolving a vision • grounded mobile robot regulator using 

inheritable programming. This frame is erected on the Open 

BEAGLE frame for the evolutionary calculations, and on 

OpenGL for bluffing the visual terrain of a physical mobile 

robot. The feasibility of this frame is demonstrated through a 

simple, yetnon-trivial, line- following problem.  

 An innovative dynamic terrain for vision- grounded evolutionary 

robotics exploration was described. The independent mobile 

robot relies on gray scale videotape data to 

perform the easy but nontrivial task of line following. Inheritable 

programming was used to successfully evolve sought  

actions in simulation.  

 

 

K. Kluge and C. Thorpe (5) bandy the need for unequivocal  

models in the environment of road following, showing how 

preliminarily erected road followers have suffered by not having 

similar models. The approach won't only  model appearance and  

shape information, but also include semantics. It's suggested that 

using an unequivocal model will make it easier to program and 

debut a road follower and will lead to effective programs. The 

bulk of the processing can be done by simple drivers that need 

not be concerned with special cases, whereas the premium 

recovery procedures and switching between drivers will do 

rarely. The authors introduce FERMI (Following Unequivocal 

Road Models Intelligently) and describe its construction and 

performance. FERMI includes unequivocal geometric models 

and multiple trackers, and it uses unequivocal models to elect 

features to track and styles to track them.  

Fatma Boufera (6) proposes a mongrel approach grounded on the 

limit- cycles system and fuzzy sense regulator for the problem of 

handicap avoidance of mobile robots in m unknown 

surroundings. The purpose of hybridization consists on the 

enhancement of the introductory limit- cycle system in order to 

gain safe and flexible navigation. The proposed algorithm has 

been successfully tested in different configurations on simulation.  

 Beymer, David et.al. (7) explore an indispensable system that 

keeps just a single thesis per tracked object for computational 

effectiveness, but displays robust performance and recovery from 

error by employing nonstop discovery during shadowing. The 

system is enforced in the sphere of people- shadowing, using a 
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new combination of stereo information for nonstop discovery 

and intensity image correlation for shadowing. Real- time stereo 

provides extended information for 3D discovery and shadowing, 

indeed in the presence of crowded scenes, obscuring objects, 

and large-scale changes. They succeeded in reliably detecting 

and tracking people in natural surroundings, on an enforced 

system that runs at further than 10 Hz on standard PC tackle.  

Khawaja ,F.I (8) propose a mortal- following stir planning and  

control scheme for a cooperative robot that supplies the 

necessary corridor and tools to a worker in an assembly process 

in a plant. In their proposed scheme, a 3-D seeing system is 

employed to measure the cadaverous data of the worker. At each 

slice time of  

 

 

the seeing system, an optimal delivery position is estimated 

using the real- time worker data. At the same time, the unborn 

positions of the worker are prognosticated as probabilistic 

distributions. A Model Predictive Control (MPC)- grounded line 

diary is used to calculate a robot line that supplies the required 

corridor and tools to the worker and follows the prognosticated 

future positions of the worker. They installed their proposed 

scheme in a cooperative robot system with a 2-DOF planar 

manipulator.  

Experimental results show that the proposed scheme enables the 

robot to give anytime backing to a worker who's moving around 

in the workspace while icing the safety and comfort of the 

worker. Liu, Hongyi et.al. (9) studied that, in mortal-robot 

cooperative manufacturing, artificial robots would work 

alongside mortal workers who concertedly perform the assigned 

tasks seamlessly. A mortal-robot cooperative manufacturing 

system is more tailored and flexible than conventional 

manufacturing systems. In the area of assembly, a practical 

mortal-robot cooperative assembly system should be suitable to 

prognosticate a mortal worker's intention and help mortal during 

assembly operations. In response to the demand, this exploration 

proposes a new mortal-robot cooperative system design. The 

primary focus of the work is to model product assembly tasks as 

a sequence of mortal movements. Being mortal stir recognition 

ways are applied to fete the mortal movements. Hidden Markov 

model is used in the stir sequence to induce a stir transition 

probability matrix. Grounded on the result, mortal stir 

vaticination becomes possible. The prognosticated mortal 

movements are estimated and applied in task • position mortal-

robot cooperative assembly.  

 Shi, Jane et.al. (10) attempt to classify robotic systems for low, 

medium and high situations of mortal and robot collaboration 

with current state operation exemplifications m automotive body 

shop, automotive powertrain manufacturing and assembly, as 

well as in automotive general assembly. They proposed implicit  

mortal and robot collaboration operations in unborn state where  

detectors, when nearly integrated with robotic systems with lesser 

dynamic response and related new technology advancements, 

could enable a near and further dynamic human and robot 

collaboration. They've stressed the assessment of the  

 

successful perpetration chances for the low, medium, and high 

situations of mortal and robot cooperative operations.  

3.  CONCLUSION  

 From this review we can understand, there are several ways to  

design a person following robot. This paper doesn't intend to 

mention which is the stylish result. Each has its own graces. Out  

there, there may be a lot further results handed for person 

following robot.  

 The study specifying to track down a mortal through Lidar 

technology gives the roadmap to our studies of perpetration of 

robot that follows mortal. We planned to follow mortal through 

robot senses with help of detectors and Arduino. The below paper 

enforced with Lidar technology and Snap- grounded system. 

We'll take some help from it to make our robot.. 
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